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Existence and uniqueness theorems for stochastic evolution equations are 
developed in a Hilbert space context. The results are based on a blending of the 
theorems for evolution equations with stochastic integration for Hilbert space 
valued random processes. The results are applied to stochastically forced 
parabolic partial differential equations such as have arisen in heat transfer 
problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We develop existence and uniqueness theorems for stochastic abstract 
evolution equations in a Hilbert space context. Our results are based on 
a blending of the existence and uniqueness theorems for solutions of abstract 
evolution equations ([&IO, 12, 131) with the theory of stochastic integration 
for Hilbert space valued random processes [I, 4, 6, 141. More precisely-, 
by giving appropriate definitions of a Wiener process and stochastic integra- 
tion in a Hilbert space context, we are able to treat evolution equations 
of the form u(t) = u0 + s”, A(s) U(S) ds + siI D(s) dw, where A(s) is a closed 
(possibly unbounded) linear operator, @ is a suitable transformation valued 
stochastic process, and w(t) is a Hilbert space valued Wiener process. 
We let (J;), 9, p) be a probability space with 9 as Bore1 field and p as 
* This research was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under 
Grant No. AF-AFOSR 693-67B. 
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measure, and we assume that p is complete. We also let N denote a separable 
Hilbert space throughout the sequel. We suppose that the reader is somewhat 
familiar with the theory of Banach space valued random variables (see, 
for example [6]); however, for convenience, we include a brief appendix 
containing the definitions and results relevant to the paper. 
WTe give the basic definitions of an H-valued Wiener process and the 
corresponding stochastic integral in Section 2 together with a number of 
their properties. Then we state and prove the existence and uniqueness 
theorems in Section 3. The results are applied to stochastically forced 
parabolic partial differential equations in Section 4. 
2. ~VIENER PROCESSES AND STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS 
We define Wiener processes and develop the stochastic integral in a Hilbert 
space context in this section. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let w(t) be an H-valued random process on T = [ Tl , T,]. 
Then w(l) is a Wiener process if 
(i) E{w(t) - w(s)} = 0 for all s, t in T; 
(ii) w(t) is continuous in t wpl ;l 
(iii) E{[zu(t) - w(s)] 0 [w(t) - w(s)]) 2 = (t - s)W for all s, t in T, 
where W is a compact, positive, bounded trace class operator mapping H 
into itself; 
(iv) E{ll zu(t) - ZC(S)!\~~ < a3 for all s, t in T; and, 
(v) w(ts) - w(tr) and w(sa) - W(Q) are independent for all sr , s2 , t, , t, 
in T with sr < sa < t, < t, . 
We note that the operator W has countably many eigenvalues (A,}, that 
Xi >, 0 for all i, that Tr(W) = CL, hi , and that there is a complete 
orthonormal basis {Q} of H for which LVei = he, . 
Several variants of Definition 2.1 can be obtained by replacing (v) by 
either of the weaker conditions: 
(v)’ (w(Q - w(tr), Iz,) and (w(sa) - w(sJ, h,) are independent for all 
s1 , s2 , t, , t, in T with s1 < s2 < t, < t, and all h, , h, in H; 
(v)” (zu(tZ) - zu(tl), eJ and (w(sg) - w(sr), ei) are independent for all 
sr , sa , t, , t, in T with sr < sa < t, < t, . 
1 “ wpl” is shorthand for “with probability one.” 
2 If h, and h, are elements of H, then h1 0 h2 is the element of Y(H, H) given by 
(h, 0 h,)h = h, (h, h,) (cf., [4]). 
These variants of the definition lead to essentially identical results (SW [2]). 
If z(t) is an t1-valued FYicner process, then thcrc are complcs random 
processes (/3,(t)) on T such that 
w(t) : f &(t)e; (2.2) 
i =,I 
almost everywhere in (t, w), where {e;} is an orthonormal basis of H consisting 
of eigenvectors of IV. Kloreover, Re{P,(t)l and Inl(/3i(t)l are real n’ienet 
processes. From (2.2), it is easy to SW that 
~{(w(t) ~- w(s), w(t) - u(s))) == Tr(W) 1 t - s (2.3) 
for t, s in T. We now have 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If w(t) is an H-valued Wiener process, then there is a 
family {s , t E TS of a-algebras such that 
(i) .%$CcEC!Yfors <t; 
(ii) w(t) is measurable relatit’e to .$ for all t in T; 
(iii) w(t) - w(s) is independent ofyyv for s < t; 
(iv) [u(t) ~- w(s)] 0 [z(t) - w(s)] is independent of F?,for s < t. 
Proof. Take, for example, <Ff to be the u-algebra generated by the sets 
w(s)-l(C), s E T, s < t, 0 a Bore1 set in H. Properties (i)-(iii) are obvious 
and (iv) is an immediate consequence of the fact that the mapping $ of 
N @ H into 9(Ci, H) given by $(A, , h2) = h,Oh, is continuous [4, Proposi- 
tions 2.2 and 2.41. 
COROLLARY 2.5. E(w(t) - W(S) c~J = 0 wpl f0Y s c 2, 
E{[zo(t) - w(s)] 0 [u;(t) ~~ zc(s)] 1 .PJ := (t -- s)Wwpl ,for s < f, 
and ([w(t) ~- w(s)] 0 [x(t) - w(s)]h, , Jz& is independent of CF5 fey s < t and 
all h, , h, in H. 
If w(t) is an H-valued Wiener process, then, for convenience, we fix a 
family {.3} satisfying the conditions of Proposition 2.4 and associate it 
with zu(t). \f:e then have 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let K be a Hilbert space. Then .&‘(H, K) == {@(., .) : @ 
is an 9(H, K)-valued stochastic process on T x Q such that G(t) is measur- 
able relative to & for all t in T}, -N&W, K) = {@ E&(H, K) : CD is a t 
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step function on Tj, ~ti,(H, K) = {di E Jl(H, K) : JT E 11 @(t)ll” dt < 330), 
and .dze,(H, K) =:= {@ E .&‘(H, K) : ST !I @(t)!;’ dt < CC wpls. 
If 6, is an element of A,(H, K), th en the K-valued stochastic integral, 
ST @(t, W) dzu, can be defined in a similar way to that used in the scalar case by 
Skorokhod [7]. More precisely, if 0 is an element of &‘~,(H, K) n ;A!r(Zi-, K), 
thenl, @(t, W) dw is given by a finite sum of the form C ~(tj,w){w(tj_.l)-~~(tj)). 
If @ is any element of A’,(H, K), th en there is a sequence (Din} of elements 
of A,,(N, K) n A’,(H, K) such that @,l -F @ almost everywhere on T x Q 
and 
(2.7) 
h!Ioreover, {ST. @,(t, w) dzu) h as a unique limit in L,(Q, K). This limit is the 
stochastic integral ST @(t, w) d w. Xow, if CD is an element of JH~(N, K), 
then there is a sequence {Qn> of elements A’,(H, K) such that (Qni converges 
to CD almost everywhere on T x Q and {ST @,(t, w) dw} converges in 
probability to a K-valued random variable. This random variable is the 
stochastic integral, ST @(t, CO) dw. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. If CD is an element of AfI(H, K), then E{J~ @(t, CO) dw} = 0 
and 
E )I; j, qt, u) dw //*I < Tr(W) /lE{i’ @(t)ii”} dt. (2.9) 
Proof. See [14]. 
We now introduce the stochastic differential. 
I)EFINITION 2.10. Let u(t), t E T, be the K-valued stochastic process given 
by 
@(s, a) dw, (2.11) 
where @ is an element of A2(H, K) and q(s, W) is a K-valued stochastic 
process with ST (( q(s, w)\i ds < w wpl which is measurable relative to Ft 
for all t in T. Then u is said to have the stochastic differential 4 dt + C? dw 
and we write du = q dt + 0 dw. 
The following proposition gives this definition some “substance”. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. If # is an element of A2(H, K), then the indefinite 
stochastic integral u(t) = J”:, @(s, W) dw is continuous in t on T wpl . 
416 (‘I-RTAIh AND FAJ,JI 
Proof. We first show that if @ is in ./i’,,(jI, K) n ,N,(U, K), then 
{u(t), 6) is a K-valued martingale. Since @ is a t step function, 
u(t) = u(s) + ,</,Z: CD(t,,)lw(tj, 1) -~- 7:.(tj)] for 5 J t. 
-,~I 1 
It follows that E{u(t) 1 F5} == U(S) f or s < t since u(s) is measurahlc 
relative to Ys, @(t,)[w(tj-.,) z~l(t~)] is measurable relative to -ej , and 
E{w(tj,,) - w(tj) 1 Tj] = 0. 
Now, if @ is an element of A,(N, K), then there is a sequence [@,J of 
elements of JZ”(N, K) n &,(N, k’j such that cD,~ converges to d, almost 
everywhere on 1’ ZK Q and limrLm,s: ST S{;i @ ~-.- @, iI’> & = 0. By virtue of a 
convergence property of conditional expectations [6], it follows that {24(t), ,$j} 
is a K-valued martingale in this case also. 
Finally, if CD is an element of. f&?(H, K) and {Qn) is a sequence of elements of 
A’r(H, K) used to define $I @(s, W) AC, then {II u(t) - un(t)lir .9;} is a real 
semimartingale where u,,(t) =: J$, @Js, w) dw (see [6]). This semimartingale 
may be viewed as a separable real semimartingale [3]. 
The proof that u(t) is continuous in t wpl then follows exactly along the 
lines of the proof for the scalar case given by Skorokhod [7].a 
‘Cl’e observe that if u has a stochastic difierential, then the real stochastic 
process I( u(t)11 may be viewed as a separable real process since u(t) is con- 
tinuous wpl. This observation will be useful in the sequel and enables us 
to avoid the question of generalizing the notion of separability for a random 
process to the Hilbert space context. 
Several basic properties of the stochastic integral are given in the following 
propositions whose straightforward proofs are omitted [2]. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. If @ is an element of .,K,(H, K), then J”* @ dw =-: 
Cz, ST @(t, w)ei dpi wpl, where w(t) is given by 2.2. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. Let vi = ST z+(t) d/3< h w eye ui is an element of A!l(C, A’). 
If CL, Xi ST I?{11 ui ii”} dt < co, then v = C,“-, vi is a well-dejked K-valued 
random variable and E{j( v iI’} < Cl”_, Ai ST A’{!, ui ~ “} dt. 
PROPOSITION 2.15. If CD, Qn are elements of J&‘~(H, K) such that (i) @, 
converges (strongly) to 0 almost everywhere on T x Q, and (ii) there is an 
a(t) in L,(T) such that 11 Qn(t)/i < a(t) almost everywhere on T x Q, then 
in probability. 
lim * 
nix i 
Qn dw = 
s 
@ dw (2.16) 
T 
3 The details can be found in [2]. 
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PROPOSITION 2.17. [f @ is an element of JfZ(H, K) and B is a (nonrandom) 
element of 9(K, G), G a Hilbert space, then B(sT @ dzo) = ST B@ dzu wpl. 
In the sequel, we also require the double stochastic integral. This can 
be defined quite naturally by analogy with the scalar case [7]. In particular, 
we have 
DEFINITION 2.18. Let N(H, K) = {Y(., ., .) : Y is an -4p(H, K)-valued 
stochastic process on T x T x 52 such that Y(t, .) and Y(., t) are measurable 
relative to 5& for all t in rj, 
.Nl(H, K) = [Y EN(II, K) : [ 1 E{i, Y I”} ds dt < ai 
UT T ! 
and 
ov2(~, K) = [!P E Jlr(fI, K) : J‘ 1 ~1 Y 1~’ ds dt < Go WPl\. 
T T 
If Y is in Jlrz(H, K), then yl(w) = ST (ST Y(s, t, w) A) dw(t) and ya(w) = 
J-T (J-T W, t> w) dw(t)) d s are well-defined K-valued random variables with 
yr = ya wpl. Thus, the stochastic double integral is defined as yi or yz 
(see [2] for details). Moreover, we have 
PROPOSITION 2.19. If Y is an element of JlrZ(H, K) and c(.) is a continuous 
map of T into K, then 
ST J‘, Y(s, t) dw(t) ds = 2 / f Y(s, t)e, d& ds wpl (2.20) 
i-0 T. T 
where w(t) is given by 2.2. 
We conclude this section with two technical lemmas which are used in 
the proof of the main theorem. 
LEMMA 2.22. Let A be a closed linear map of K into K and let %(A) 
be the domain of A. If q(‘) . zs an element ofJZ(C, K) such that q(s) E 9(A) for 
all s in T and Aq(.) E Me(C, K), then ST q db E 9(A) wpl and A ST q db = 
ST Aq db wpl where b is a scalar Wiener process. 
418 (‘1.Rl’AIN AND FM.13 
Proof. The proof is a simple modification of the proof of ‘I’hcorem 20, 
p. 153, of [ 151 and is, thcrcforc, omitted. 
LEMM.~ 2.23. Let A 6~ a closed lineur mup of‘ A- into K and let 23(t) he an 
H-aalued Wiener process zaith representation 2.2. Suppose that (i) @ E ,XT(N, K) 
such that @(t)ei t 2(A) wpl for all i and t and -J@(.)e, EA~(C’, K) fog all i, 
and (ii) x2, /\, s7. !, A@(t)e, lN2 dt < x wpl. 
d4 ST @ d-z := x: o ST A@ej d/l, wp 1, 
Then sl- CD dw E Q(A) wpl, 
and 13 j>, D(s) dzc! is continuous in t ~1’1. 
Proof. A complete proof is given in [2]. Here, to indicate the ideas 
involved, we treat the special case where @ E .,&r(H, K), z‘I@e, E &‘r(C, K), 
and XR, hi ST Z?{il A@(t)e? J’] dt c ~0.~ 
In view of Lemma 2.22, we have 
(2.24) 
Now, it follows from Proposition 2.13 that x;L, J”T @(t)ei dpi tends to 
J”= CD dw vvpl as n approaches infinity. Since A is a closed linear operator, 
J-r CD dw E %(A) wpl . Moreover, XL0 J”r A@(t)ei (tpi is well-defined by virtue 
of Proposition 2.14 and so, A ST CD & = zz, Jr A@ei dpi . 
As for continuity, we have 
by Proposition 2.14. It follows that 
(Note that the indicated probability exists since a separable version of the 
norm expression can be used.) The result then is an immediate consequence 
of Proposition 2.12. 
* The general case is readily deduced from the special case by use of the function 
,yN(w) given by 
I 0 otherwise 
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3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUE~UESS THEOREMS 
Let H be a separable Hilbert space and let K be a Hilbert space. We 
now turn our attention to the stochastic evolution equation 
u(t) - %j + ?^I 
Tl 
A(s)u(s) ds = Jf @(s) dw, (3.1) 
Tl 
where A(s) is a closed linear operator on K, @( ) is an element of ..fla(N, K), 
w(.) is an H-valued Wiener process, and u,, is a K-valued random variable. 
We may write (3.1) in differential form as du 1 d(t) u(t) dt = CD dzu, 
u( T,) = u. . 
DEFINITION 3.2. A K-valued random process U(Z) is a solution of (3.1) 
if (i) u(t) satisfies (3.1) wpl on T, (ii) u(t) is measurable relative to ~7 for 
all t, and (iii) u(t) is continuous wpl in t. Two solutions u(t) and C(t) of (3.1) 
are the “same” if u(t) and C(t) are uniformly stochastically equivalent 
(i.e., P{W : supt (1 u(t) - C(t)‘\ = 01 = 1). 
Our existence theorems for (3.1) are all based on existence theorems 
for the corresponding abstract evolution equation 
ti ;- A(t)@ =I 0, v(T,) = v. . (3.3) 
Existence and uniqueness theorems for (3.3) are given in [S-lo, 12, and 131. 
The basic idea of these theorems is to impose sufficiently strong conditions 
on A(t) in order to insure the existence of an evolution operator U(t, s). 
The solution of (3.3) is then obtained by a “variation of constants” formula. 
We essentially use the same idea here. 
If the abstract evolution Eq. (3.3) h as a unique solution, then it is easy 
to prove using the linearity of (3.1) that solutions of (3.1) are unique to 
within a uniform stochastic equivalence (i.e., are the “same”). Thus, we 
concentrate on establishing the existence of solutions of (3.1). 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that (i) A(t) = A where --=1 is the injinitesimal 
genevator of a strongly continuous semigroup G(t); (ii) zc(t) is an H-valued 
Wiener process with (2.2) as representation and {hi) as associated eigenvalues; 
(iii) @(.) is an element ?fuflz(H, K) with @(t)e, E 9(A) wpl fey all t and i and 
with A@( .)ei E .kz(N, K) f OY all i; (iv) SUP~,~ (1 Adj(t)ei jl < C wpl and (Y) 
@(.) is uniformly bounded on T wpl. Then (3.1) has the solution u(t) = 
r;(t - Tl)uO $- I;, G(t - s) Q(s) dw f OY all ug such fhaf uO E 9?(A) wpl. 
Moreover, the solution is unique to within a uniform stochastic equivalence. 
Theorem 3.4 is based on the standard semigroup result for (3.3) [g]. 
The following theorem is based on a perturbation result [13]. 
~HECJREM 3.5. Suppose that (i) -1(t) = .I,, B(I) where .f,, 21 thr 
infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous s~mz@ozzp, B(t) E .Y(h-, h-) for 
all t, and B(.) is strongly continuously dz$zerentiahle on 7’; (ii) w(t) is an H-valued 
Wiener process with (2.2) us representation and {A,) as associated kgrzzvalues; 
(iii) CD(.) is an element of,JY2(H, K) with @(t)e, c Q(,‘/,,) u-111 for all t and i and 
-4,O( .)ei e I K,(H, K) fey all i; (iv) sup,, 1 / .3,,@(t), ‘, 5: C‘ wp I ~znd (v) 
@( .) is uniformly bounded on T \v~I. Then (3. I) has the solution u(t) 
lJ(t, T&z, mi j”;, l:‘(t, s) O(s) dw for all ug with u0 E 2(-J,,) ~vpl, zL!here L;(t, s) 
is the evolution operator generated by --A(t). Aloreoaer, the solution is unique 
to withirz a uniform stochastic equivalence. 
The following general theorem which we shall prove” is based on the 
general existence theorem for (3.3) (9, IO]. 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose that (i) --4(t) generates an evolution operator 
U(t, s) with the following properties (a) C(t, ) s is linear, bounded and strongly 
continuous in s and t for Tl C-Z s .<’ t < T%, (b) CT(t, t) == I and U(t, s) L= 
G(t, r) C’(r, s) for TI ,( s < r -2 t ,< TZ, (c) r:(t, s) maps g(i3(s)) into 
S(A(t)) .for s < t, (d) U(t, s) is strongly continuously differentiable in t for 
t ‘7; s and BCibt (t, s) -‘- .3(t) I’(t, s) = 0 and 
I 1 qt)L:(t, s)j < --?L ‘, :t-s (3.7) 
jor TI < s < t < TZ where Q I’S a constant independent of s and t, and 
(e) U(t, s) =: exp(-(t - s) A(t)) $ W(t, s) for T, < s < t < T2 where 
W(t, s) E SZ’(K, K) is strongly continuous in t and exp(-TA(t)) is the analytic 
semigroup generated by --A(t) and 
I, cxp(--(t - s) 441; < 7:: > (3.8) 
II 44 Yt, 4 < %/I t - s 18, (3.9) 
where 17~ , Q and 0 are constants (independent of s and t) with 0 < 0 < l/2;” 
(ii) w(t) is an H-valued Wiener process with (2.2) as associated representation 
and {hi} as associated eigenvalues~; (iii) @(.) is an element of A’,(H, K) with 
@(s)e, E 2(*4(t)) wpl for all s < t and all i and A(t) @(.)ei E A’,(C, K) for 
all t and i; (iv) ~up~,~~~-~~{‘, ,4(t) @(s)ei [I] < C wpl; and (v) @(t) is unzformly 
bounded in norm in t wp 1. Then (3. I) has the solution 
u(t) = U(t, T&z0 + *’ 
J 
U(t, s)@(s) dw for all u0 . 
=I 
Moreover, the solution is unique to within a unaform stochastic equivalence. 
j The proofs of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 are entirely analogous and are therefore 
omitted. 
6 See [Y or lo] for conditions on --A(t) which insure the existence of U(t, s). 
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Before proving this theorem, we note that if we assume only that 
@(.) E J!a(H, K) and --A(t) g enerates an evolution operator, then we can 
prove an existence theorem for “weak” solutions of (3.1) based on the 
notion of “weak” solutions of (3.3) introduced in [lo]. We now have 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Since (3.3) has a unique solution under the assump- 
tion (i), we may assume without loss of generality that u,, = 0 wpl. 
We remark that assumptions (iii) and (iv) imply that A(t) @(.)ei E Ai(C, K) 
for all t and all i. 
We begin by establishing the following: 
Uu(t, .> 0c.j E J-@l(K 0 
where 
(3.10) 
U()(t, s) = p s, s<t s > t, 
“UP 
uniformly in t, and 
wpl (3.11) 
4) Udt, .) @(.>ei E MdC, f9 for all t and i. (3.12) 
Since U(t, s) is strongly continuous in s for s < t, I\ U(t, .)\I is measurable 
and bounded on [Tr , t). Since a(.) E Ar(H, K), 
I II Udt, ~PP(s)/i2 A < i t II up, s)ll” !I @(s>ll” ds -=c CQ 
wpl. 
T Tl 
In view of (i)(e), the properties of analytic semigroups and (iii), we have 
A(t) U(t, s) @(s)ei = exp(-(t - s) A(t)) ‘4(t) @(s)ei + A(t) W(t, s) @(s)e, wpl. 
It follows that 
II 4t)fW, Wfi(+3 /I2 < 27122/l 4WWi II2 + , f%,, wpl 
(where )I Q(s)11 < (Y wpl by (v)). Integrating this inequality and using the 
assumption (iv), we deduce that (3.11) holds. 
Since A(t) Uo(t, *) is nonrandom, A(t) U,,(t, s) @(s)ei s measurable relative 
to .F, and so, (3.12) follows from (3.11). 
Let T > 0 be fixed. Since Uo(t, .) cP(.) EJ&~(H, K) by (3.10), we may 
define u,(t) by setting 
t-7 
U(t, s)@(s) dw t3 TAT 
q(t) = s =1 (3.13) 
0 t < Tl +T. 
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We claim that 
*4(t)?&(t) := 
1 
I 
11 ~7 -4(t)Z’(t, s)@(s) dzc t;,>:.-?; c 
. T, (3.14) 
0 t c Tl 7. 
The claim is trivial if t < T1 ; 7. So let us suppose that t ; 7; ( T and 
let us set T* _ [Tl , t -- T], CD*(.) =: Zt,)(t, .) @(.) and A* -7 A(t). In view 
of (3.10)-(3.12) and the assumptions (i)(c), (iii) and (iv), we see that the 
conditions of Lemma 2.23 are satisfied by A+, CD*(.) and 7’;’ It follo\rs 
that s7* Q*(s) dzc: E 9(A*) wp I and that 
In other words, u,(t) E %(A(t)) wpl and 
Since 7 :- 0, we have 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
by virtue of (3.7). Proposition 2.13 then allows us to conclude that (3.14) 
holds. 
We shall now show that A(s) U,(S) is integrable on T for fixed Q-. Let t 
be an element of [Z’, J T’, T?) and let Y’,(s, Y) be given by 
A(s)Z’(s, r)@(r) 7; ~L ,T < s < t 
Y,(s, 1.) -- 
for 
T, ‘~ I’ c s ~ 7 (3.17) 
0 otherwise. 
Then Yt(s, Y) is measurable in (s, Y) and is measurable relative to 9:. and ,T. 
since A(s) C:(s, Y) is nonrandom, and @(.) is in ~&‘JH, A*). But 
<> v12012( T  - T,)“/? WPl (3.18) 
by virtue of (3.7) and assumption (v). In other words, ul,(., .) E J$(H, K) 
and so, 
j (j- !?‘& Y) ds) dzu == J’, (i’, Y&Y, r) dzu) ds wpl. (3.19) 
T T 
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It follows from (3.14) that 
j WPl (3.20) 
and hence, that A(s) U,(S) is integrable on [Tr , t] for any t and fixed 7 > 0. 
We now assert that siI ,4(s) U,(S) ds ---f u(t) + &I CD(S) dw in probability 
as 7 ---f 0. Using (3.19) and (3.20), we deduce that J-i, A(s) U,(S) ds = 
-jleT U(Y + T, Y) Q(Y) dw + j;, U(Y $ T, Y) G(Y) dw - s;;’ U(t, Y) Q(Y) dw. 
Now J‘ki’ U(t, Y) @(Y) dw - &, U(t, Y) D(r) do wpl as 7 -+ 0 by Proposi- 
tion 2.12. Since 
< Tr( lV)c& for some c > 0 
(by (vh S:-, LJ( Y + 7, Y) Q(Y) dw - 0 in probability as 7 -F 0. Thus, to 
complete verification of the assertion, we show that 
J 
t 
U(Y + T, Y)@(T) dw --, 
I 
” G(Y) dw 
Tl Tl 
in probability as 7 -+ 0. Let Q,(Y) be given by 
\ U(Y + l/n, Y)@(Y) 
@n(y) = 10 
Tl < Y < t - I/n 
Y > t - I/n. 
(3.21) 
Then CD),(Y) converges to Q(Y) strongly and j( din(r)\; < cr (1 @(I,)\; for some 
cr > 0 (by (i)(a)). Thus, Proposition 2.15 applies and we have shown that 
lim t+o j-i1 A(s)u,(s) ds = -u(t) f- 1“ G(s) dw * TI 
(3.22) 
in probability. 
We show that A(t) u(t) is continuous in expectation on T. Let v,(t) = 
A(t) u,(t) with fixed r > 0. From 3.14, we deduce that 
v,(t + h) - q(t) = j;;:-’ A(t + h)U(t + k, s)@(s) dw 
r 
t-7 
+ {A(t + h)U(t + h, s) - A(t)U(t, s)}@(s) dw (3.25) 
- =I 
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for t > Tl + 7. But 
UIS 
ti-h--T 
E 
t-r 
A(t + h)U(t + h, s)@(s) dw il’i < Tr(IV)q, 
so that 
lim E 
h-0 
[;I j::” A(t + h)U(t + h, s)@(s) dw 11’1 = 0. (3.26) 
Since U(t, s) is an evolution operator, 
.c 
t--r 
(A(t + h)U(t + h, s) - A(t)U(t, s)}@(s) dw 
T1 
= (4 f h)U(f + h, t) - A(t)}u,(t) wpl. 
In view of the strong continuity of A(t) U(t, s) in t for t > s, we see that 
t--r 
$FE --f (4 + h)U(t + h, s) - A t)U(t, s)}@(s) dw iI’/ = 0. (3.27) Tl 
AS v,(t) = 0 for i < TX + 7, we conclude that 
‘& E{li v,(t + 4 - 4t)l12> = 0 for all t in T. 
In other words, w,(t) is continuous in expectation. Thus, to show that 
A(t) u(t) is continuous in expectation on T it will be sufficient to show that 
lim sup E{jl A(t)u(t) - ZI )llz> = 0. (3.28) 
7+0 (ET 
Suppose first that t E [TI + T, T,]. Now 
E{Il4W) - 4tMt)l12~ 
< f X,E 1,” 11 A(t)U(t, s)@(s)ei II2 ds/ by (2.14). 
i=O t--T 
Since A(t)U,(t, -)@(.) E J&‘~(C, K), the right hand side is 
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by assumption (i)(e), the properties of analytic semigroups and assumption 
(iii); 
< Tr W 
( 
~Q‘Y?T + (Fci) ~(1-0) 
1 
using assumption (iv) 
-+ 0 as 7 -+ 0 uniformly in i and in t on T. 
If now t E [Tl , T, + T], then u,(t) = 0 and so 
+ 0 as T --t 0 uniformly in i and in t on T 
as before, thus establishing (3.28). So 
I t A(s)u,(s) d  + j" A(s)u(s) ds in expectation as 7 -+ 0 and i-1 Tl 
I t A(s)u(s) ds is continuous in t on T wpl. (3.29) Tl 
Equation (3.29) combined with (3.22) shows that u(t) satisfies the equation 
wpl and the continuity of u(t) follows from the continuity of 
,I, @P(s) dw- jll 4s)u(s) ds 
(from 3.29 and 2.12). 
Hence u(t) is a solution of (3.1) with u0 = 0 wpl. 
4. STOCHASTIC PARABOLIC PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
As an application of the results of Section 3, we consider the class of 
stochastic parabolic partial differential equations 
du + A(t) u(t) dt = a(t) dw, V-1) = uo (4.1) 
where u. E H = L,(G), G a domain with smooth boundary, w(t) is an 
H-valued Wiener process, a’(*) E A,(L,(G), L,(G)), --A(t) is an elliptic 
operator on L,(G), and the conditions of Theorem 3.6 are satisfied. 
In order to give specific examples of (4. I ), we introduce the necessary 
machinery from the theory of parabolic partial differential equations. \Ye let G 
be a bounded domain in I<,, whose boundary, i G, is an n ~- I -dimensional 
variety which is locally C’ , If /z .mm (k, ,..., k,() is a multiindex, then 
( R 1 =. k, ,- .‘. -t- /z,( and IY = C ‘h NJ/ r (cx[~ ... 2~~~~~) (in the generalized sense). 
Letting EI =- L,(G), we define the spaces 
Hrf’(G) = is E t-1 : WV E H for ) k I < m]; (4.2) 
IjO”’ =z C,,“(G) 7 
t 
in the H”‘(G) topology which is generated by the inner product 
(4.3) 
and, 
H”(i’G) = L&G); (4.4) 
N”l(c’G) = {v EL,(BG) : I% tL,@G), ; k 1 < m). (4.5) 
We note that the dual spaces H”(BG) and H@(BG) may be defined for 
0 < p < m. We also have 
DEFINTION 4.6. Suppose that I; and H are Hilbert spaces with norms 
I( liy and /, IIH, respectively, and that VC H both algebraically and 
topologically. Then a bilinear form a(,, .) on I _ x V is coercive over a 
subspace k;, of V if there are constants, 17” >z 0 and 7, > 0 such that 
for all v in I:,, . 
We now introduce the bilinear forms a(t; U, ZJ) and b(r; U, ZI) on IIJJ~(G) 
given by 
(4.9) 
where Da,,(t, x) tL,(T >< G) and are Holder continuous in t uniformly 
7 COW(G) is the space of infinitely differentiable functions with compact support on 
G. 
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on G with exponent >2/3, Nj(t) is a bounded linear map of N”‘(G) into 
H-(+-l/*yaG), (., .) denotes the inner product in H-(+-1!2)(aG), dj/dv’ is a 
normal derivative (in a generalized sense), and the functions t --f (N,(t)u, V) 
are measurable with l(N,(t)u,v) - (Nj(s)u, u)i < c, / t - s ih /j u llHrn (I v (IHm-,-1,2 
for u E H”(G), v E H”-j-l~Z(c?G), where cj , LY > 0 are constants independent 
of t and s. These bilinear forms generate the differential operators A,(t), 
i = I, 2, 3, given by 
A& = c (-I)‘“qa,l(t, x) D’u), u E 9+4,(t)), (4.10) 
/f<~,/L~<Vl 
where 
9(/l,(t)) = {u E H,“(G) : A,(t)u E H, II’% = 0 on T x iG 
for!/! <m-l), 
%(/l,(t)) =; (U E H”(G) : A,(t)u E H, Bj(t)u = 0 on T X 8G 
forj = O,..., rrz - l}, 
9(A3(t)) = {U E H”(G) : &(t)~ E H, Bj(t)u = Nj(t)u on T x SG 
forj = O,..., ?n - l}, 
and B,(t) are the given differential operators. If we assume that a(t; ., .) 
is coercive over H,“(G) for all t, then -ill(t) generates an evolution operator 
having properties (a)-(c) of Theorem 3.6. Similarly, if we assume that 
4; .> .) is coercive over H”(G) or that b(t; ., .) is coercive over Hn8(G), 
then --R,(t) or -/la(t) generates an evolution operator having properties 
(a)-(c) of Theorem 3.6. (See [2] for details.) We note that under these 
conditions the partial differential equations ti + Ai(t)u = f(t), u(T,) = u. 
have unique solutions for f in L,(T; H). 
Our general example now has the form: du + A(t) u(t)& = Q(t) dzu, 
u(T,) = u. E H wpl where A(t) = A,(t), i = 1, 2 or 3, w(t) = Cf, Pi(t)+ 
with ei(x) an orthonormal basis of H = L,(G), and Q(t) satisfies the conditions 
(i) D(t) is measurable in (t, w) and is measurable relative to & for all t, 
(ii) supt /I @P(t)]/ < cy wpl for some a! > 0, (iii) @(S)ei G 9(/!(t)) wpl for s < t, 
and (iv) supi,sGt Jj A(t) @(S)e,i 1; < C wpl for some C > 0. This general 
example satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.6 and so has the “unique” 
solution 
u(t) = U(t, T&q, + f, U(t, s)@(s) dw 
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where U(t, s) is the evolution operator generated by --A(t). Various specific 
cases are given in [2]. 
APPENDIX: INFINITE DnvrENsronlAL RANDOM VARIABLES 
We collect some of the standard definitions and results of the theory 
of Banach space-valued random variables in this appendix as a convenience 
for the reader. The treatment is along the lines of that given by Scalora [6]. 
Let (Q, g’, p) be a probability space with .9 as Bore1 field and p as measure. 
We assume that p is complete. Also let X be a Banach space. We then have 
DEFINITION A.I. A strongly measurable mapping x(.) of Q into X is 
called a random variable. 
A random variable z( .) is integrabk on Q if and only if there is a sequence 
(x,J .)} of finitely valued random variables such that (i) x,( .) converges to x( .) 
almost everywhere, and (ii) lim,,,,,, sa /j x,(w) - x,(w)\1 dp = 0. 
DEFINITION A.2. If x(.) is integrable on Q, then the expectation of 
x, E{x), is the element of X given by 
c-4.3) 
DEFINITION A.4. Let F be a Bore1 field with 9 CB and let VV(.) be 
integrable on 9. The conditional expectation of x relative to 5, E{x j S}, 
is a random variable such that 
(A.5) 
for all F in 9. 
We note that E{x 191 is unique wpl , is integrable on Q, and is measurable 
relative to F. 
DEFINITION A.6. Let T = [Tl , T,] be a finite interval. A mapping 
x(t, OJ) of T x Q into X is called a stochastic process on T if x(., .) is 
measurable in the pair (t, UJ) (using Lebesgue measure on T). 
Definition A.6 is more restrictive than the usual one (cf., Doob [3]) but 
is adequate for our purposes. Also, we usually write x(t) in place of x(t, w) 
when discussing stochastic processes. 
DEFINITION A.7. Two measurable sets Fl and F, in P are independent 
if I-@‘~ n Fd = CL(FJ PL(FYJ If 4.) is a random variable mapping Q into X 
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and y(.) is a random variable mapping Q into Y, then x(.) and y(‘) are 
independent if the sets {W : X(W) E A) and (w : y(w) E B} are independent 
for all Bore1 sets A of X and all Bore1 sets B of Y. Finally, a random variable 
x(.) is independent of the Bore1 field 9 C 9, if the sets F and {w : x(w) E A) 
are independent for all F in 9 and all Bore1 sets A of X. 
The following propositions contain various results needed in the paper. 
These propositions are easy extensions of similar results for the ordinary 
case and are proven in detail in [2]. 
PROPOSITION A.8. If x(.) andy(.) are independent X and Y valued random 
variables, respectively, and if f and g are nonrandom Baire functions mapping 
X and Y, respectively, into the complex numbers C, then f (x( .)) and g( y( .)) 
are independent random variables. 
PROPOSITION A.9. Let F be a Bore1 field with 9 C 9. Let f, x and 0 
be random variables on Q to C, X and 3(X, Y), respectively. Then 
(i) if E(/\ xl\> < 00, then E{E(x / -3)) = E(x); 
(ii) ifE(lj x ]I} < co and x is measurable relative to 9, then E{x / S} = x 
wpl. 
(iii) if E{lI x iI> < a~, E{j f ( [/ x iI> < 00, and x is measurable relative 
to 9, then E( fx ) 9;) = E( f 1 k}x wpl ; 
(iv) if E{lI x [[“> < CO, E{lj @ \I”} < CO and @ is measurable relative to F, 
then E{@x ( P] = @E{x 1 S> wpl ; and 
69 ifE{ll x II) < CD and s is independent of%, then E{x j .F} = E(x) wpl, 
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